Biography
Eugenie designs and makes hats which are architectural
masterpieces, they are mathematical in their construction
and extremely clever in their design.
She has developed a style of head-wear that is unique; the
cut of the fabric, the use of colour and geometric themes
gives each hat an interesting story.
Each individual piece can rightly be called a work of Art.
Eugenie was
born in The
Netherlands
and throughout
her childhood
watched her
mother on the
sewing machine
learning all the
old techniques.
Following her
formal
education she
studied fashion
design and in
In1993 she started her own fashion label: L'une par Eugenie.
After a couple of years she discovered that the refined
techniques that she had in mind were not always suitable for
clothing so she started to design hats. It was then that
Eugenie discovered her real passion and fell in love with
millinery.
A whole new world opened up to her when her innovative design concepts and remarkable fabric
developments won several awards.
Eugenie's hats have been exhibited all over Europe and photos have been published in numerous
magazines. Her teaching career started when she was invited to work in a studio on the property of the
Dutch textile museum where she organized workshops to share her skills.
Eugenie has been invited to teach on several occasions by the International Millinery Forum and the
Context Art Forum in Australia and she also taught twice at the Millinery-Meet-Up in America.

Eugenie travels and teaches all over the
world.
Awards





UK: London: winner of the hat
magazine's Hat designer of the year
2001
UK: London: winner of the British hat
guild's Best workmanship award 2001
France: Chazelle sur Lyon: Winner of
Le Concour International Museé du
Chapeau 2001
The Netherlands: Amsterdam:
exhibition in the Rijksmuseum 2000

The joy of repetition

Class length
together with rhythmic movements 4 days
1,5 day felt
2,5 day sinamay

Short description
Explore some exciting techniques to create a hat piece out of industrial wool felt.
During this workshop you will experiment with the magic of flat patterns to create a hat shape with a
sculptural effect.
If you are looking for the boundary and balance between design and functionality this is the workshop for
you!
For those who join me on this journey basic millinery skills are an advantage.

Learning outcomes
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experiment with paper to create your own pattern
make a 3d shape out of this pattern by repetition
construct the repeating parts
apply these patterns to felt to make you're creation wearable
attach and fix in place and finish

Rhythmic movements

Class length
together with rhythmic movements 4 days
1,5 day felt
2,5 day sinamay

Short description
One of the techniques I love to work with is using sinamay not only as a blocking material, but as the
foundation for intricately flat pattern hats. During this workshop I will invite you on a journey to explore
this wonderful technique.
I will guide you during the process of experimenting, drawing of a pattern and the construction of sinamay
parts to create a shape with a rhythmic movement.
During this workshop you will also work on several other techniques like shaping, folding and edge
finishing.
For those who join me on this journey basic sewing machine skills are necessary!

Learning outcomes
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experiment with paper to create a pattern for sinamay repetition
make the sinamay ready for cutting and folding
finish the edges of the sinamay parts
construct the repeating parts to make a wearable piece of art

Pleating with passion

Class length
together with who is afraid of strawbraid 3 days
1,5 day pleating with passion
1,5 day who is afraid of strawbraid

Short description
In the past few years I have developed many special techniques and one of them is to use straw braid as
the foundation for pleated hats and hat pieces.
During the workshop I invite you to discover the secrets of this wonderful pleating technique.
You will create a hat piece during this workshop and also work on several other ways to work with straw
braid like basic stitching, shaping and constructing.
For those who join me on this journey basic sewing machine skills are an advantage.

Learning outcomes






the delegates will learn how to work with straw braid on an ordinary sewing machine
they will learn how to make “straw braid fabric”
the attendees will learn how to pleat and shape this material into a wonderful hat piece
they will make a fascinator base from the straw braid that fits the hat piece
I will share my finishing skills with the attendees

Who is afraid of straw braid

Class length
together with who is afraid of strawbraid 3 days
1,5 day pleating with passion
1,5 day who is afraid of strawbraid

Dutch designer Eugenie van Oirschot, has developed some gorgeous techniques for using straw braid not
just as a trim, but as the foundation for intricately woven hats. During this workshop she will invite you to
discover the wonderful secret of her weaving technique.
For those who join me on this journey some sewing machine experience is an advantage.

Learning outcomes





The delegates will learn how to work with straw braid on a normal sewing machine.
They will learn how to weave the straw braid circular.
The students will be informed how to work with steel wire instead of millinery wire.

